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The Concept

Since 07.2009 I got a part-time job, namely “Mobile Game Service Monitoring”.
Every weekends from 10:00 until 03:00, each hours I must push the buttons of
three cellular phones, to check the network service of mobile game company
whether it works well or not. So it is my Job.

Thanks to this Job, I could buy materials, tools, motors, other need things,
and Co!ee too. But I wanted to travel abroad. Then a problem came to me.
With this Job I could get the money for airplane tickets and in-habitations in
abroad. But ironically because of this Job I was not able to travel abroad, cause
I had to push the buttons of cellular phones “in the country: in South Korea”.
The Job is called “Mobile” Game Service Monitoring, but only mobile in the
country. Well, there is cellular phone roaming service but probably it costs mo-
re than my wages.

I wanted to travel, and also wanted not to be unemployed. Consequently I
developed this idea; making a Remote Arbeit Machine, with this I will be able
to work wherever where I am.

Mostly I made this remote arbeit machine “CADUCEUS”, during the actual
working in weekends. I worked for the money and I made the machine simulta-
neously for the travel. After the successful development actually I traveled to the
Mexico City in summer 2009, and there I did the Job through the CADUCEUS
for three weeks without big problems.
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The System

The machine “CADUCEUS” is simple and primitive, that pushes the buttons
of three cellphone, instead of my fingers. That’s all. Because I don’t push the
buttons by my fingers, but through Joystick to CADUCEUS, I can push the
buttons everywhere, i.e. everywhere I can work. Finally I could remove the
regional limit.

I @ Mexicocity
Finger
Joystick
Computer
Internet
Computer

CADUCEUS
Buttons on cellphones @ Seoul

Video: Demoplay

»Earning money and playing Music«

On Website

http://www.vimeo.com/12109563

On CD

caduceus.wmv
(Audio Codec: wma2, 48000 Hz Video Codec: wmv2, 720 x 480 px)
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Exhibition

Photos of the Exhibition in Leejungseop museum openstudio in Jan. 2010, Jeju
island South Korea.
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Painting

During the realization of CADUCEUS, I worked also with following paintings.
These Paintings are also conceptually linked with the idea of CADUCEUS.
Virtually I’m willing to exhibit the machine, paintings, and drawings all together
in a place like a theatre.

»Karambolage y geHackt«
264 x 264 CM, Acrylic, oil on canvas, 2010
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»La Ola del Expresso«

224 x 112 CM, Mixed on canvas, 2009
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»Liebe zum Drrit«
100 x 75 CM, Oilpastel, Indian ink on paper, 2009
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»WUALA! Schach«

112 x 162 CM, Mixed on canvas, 2010
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»Auf’m Klo«

89 x 130 CM, Oil on canvas, 2009
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Drawings
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